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Abstract—Sustainability design involves the design of sustain-
able software systems. There is a growing need to integrate
sustainability issues into software development; therefore, many
approaches have been developed in recent years. A widely used
approach for sustainability design, the Sustainability Analysis
Framework (SusAF), is applied in three cases, two industrial
and one in academia. Following an exploratory, multiple case
study research with workshops, interviews, and participant ob-
servations, this study discusses the experiences of applying SusAF.
The results reveal that SusAF provides a space to conceptualise
definitions and a vocabulary for sustainability. It also allows for
negotiations on sustainability issues, bringing a multidisciplinary
perspective and facilitating tool-based communication. Future
work aims to compare SusAF with other sustainability design
approaches.

Index Terms—sustainability design, Sustainability Awareness
Framework, industry, academia

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of sustainability has become increasingly im-
portant in the field of software engineering, prompting an
assessment of current practices, methodologies, and tools to
ensure long-term viability, efficiency, and minimal environ-
mental impact, among other issues. The development of sus-
tainable software requires a process that continuously assesses
both positive and negative effects on sustainability. Therefore,
the selection of best practices, methodologies, and tools is a
key to ensure efficient sustainability design. The emergence
of tool-supported sustainability design marks a growing need
to integrate such issues into software development. A popular
example is the Karlskrona Manifesto that provided a call to
action and an inspiration to develop such approaches, since
it treats sustainability as a systemic concept, describing a
conceptual framework to apply sustainability [1], [2]. With
a significant contribution to the field of software engineering,
the Karlskrona Manifesto successfully established a common
understanding and became a reference point for the global
community of researchers and practitioners in the field.
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Recent literature reviews identified a wide variety of existing
approaches for researchers and practitioners for sustainable
design (e.g. [3], [4]). These approaches demonstrate a di-
versity of characteristics, such as the addressed requirements
engineering activities, sustainability dimensions, and orders of
effects. For example, many approaches incorporate the idea of
direct, indirect and systemic impacts in sustainability design
(e.g. [5], [6]), while a considerable number of approaches
apply sustainability as a multidimensional concept, having five
dimensions (e.g., [7], [8]). Furthermore, most studies support
the elicitation and analysis of requirements engineering activ-
ities [3], [4].

In addition, there are considerable challenges when apply-
ing sustainability approaches. Examples of such challenges
include the lack of common understanding of sustainabil-
ity in software engineering, decision-making challenges on
sustainability assessments, and challenges in tool support in
sustainability approaches, related to documentation and visu-
alisation of sustainability effects [3], [9], [10]. One of the key
challenges concerns the modification of these approaches to a
level, so that practitioners can apply them in industrial settings
[3]. A popular sustainability approach has been evaluated in
industrial cases in single or in two case studies (e.g., [11],
[12]), although the majority of research is focused on the
development of new sustainability approaches. However, it is
necessary to apply existing approaches in extended practical
evaluation [3]. Thus, it remains one of the key challenges in
applying existing approaches is to reach a maturity level, so
that practitioners can adapt and apply them in diverse cases
[3].

To fill this gap, this exploratory research examines the
application of a sustainability design approach (SusAF) and
specifically asks ”how SusAF supports requirements elicitation
in cross-disciplinary research for sustainability design?” This
question will help identify tool’s features and process details
that assist software development in cross-disciplinary research.
Different cases are examined, two from industry and one from
academia. The contribution of this paper lies in the qualitative



evaluation of SusAF in multiple cases and in the identification
of tools’ strengths and weaknesses.

The remainder of this paper introduces related work on
empirical studies and approaches within sustainability design
(Section II). Three case studies are introduced in Section IV,
along with their project descriptions, technological solutions,
and data collection details. The methodology is described in
Section III, while Section V presents the results, organised into
main discussion topics. Finally, advantages and challenges are
presented in Section VI, followed by conclusions and future
work in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Approaches in sustainability design

There are many different possibilities for researchers to
use existing approaches in sustainability design. A review
identified 29 approaches to sustainability design that have
been published in software engineering publication venues
since 2000 [3]. Focussing on social sustainability, another
review extracts a list of recommended tools and practices for
software development [4]. By incorporating these approaches
into software development, the software can be ensured to be
both technically sustainable and socially responsible from a
human perspective.

Several approaches are gaining attention, such as SusAF,
AMDiRE, and INSURE/ENSURE. The approach most dis-
cussed in publications is the Sustainability Awareness Frame-
work (SusAF) which will be further analysed in this pa-
per [13], [14]. Artifact Model for Domain-independent RE
(AMDiRE) [15] is a reference artifact model for domain-
independent requirements engineering, where the artefact
model consists of two basic submodels (the content model and
the structure model), showing applicability in many industrial
cases. Another framework, the INSURE/ENSURE (INcorpo-
rate SUstainability design in softwaRe Engineering life cycle)
[16], is a meta-model for current and future sustainability
requirements, captured in the viewpoints and business goals of
stakeholders. The above approaches allow software engineers
to embed sustainability requirements when developing a soft-
ware system. However, it is common practice for researchers to
evaluate their own developed sustainability approaches, which
provides a likely biased perspective [3].

B. Sustainability Awareness Framework (SusAF)

The most discussed and applied approach in the require-
ments engineering field, according to [3], is SusAF. SusAF was
developed based on design science and has made significant
contributions in the realm of software engineering, particularly
in requirements engineering, by enabling a comprehensive
understanding of sustainability impacts in software systems
[13], [14]. The main goal of the framework is to raise
awareness, among all stakeholders involved in system design,
of the sustainability effects that a software system could have
in its intended context.

Based on SusAF, the sustainability of software systems
encompasses five dimensions, namely social, individual, tech-
nical, environmental, and economic sustainability. Consisted
of a set of instructions, forms and questions that can be used
to guide discussions with the stakeholders, SuSAF can be
applied either in the context of semi-structured interviews
or workshops. The target group is requirements engineers
who could translate discussions on sustainability to software
requirements. SusAF supports stakeholders in addressing long-
term sustainability aspects of software systems, facilitating a
shift toward more sustainable development practices.

The framework is supported by the Sustainability Awareness
Diagram (SusAD), which serves as a visualisation tool to
facilitate discussions with stakeholders about sustainability.
SusAD is divided into five equal parts, one for each dimension,
and three concentric pentagons that represent the order of
effects [13], [14]. It is used to highlight the chains of effects,
which means the immediate, enabling and structural effects
[17]. SusAF could be adopted to facilitate discussion with
stakeholders during a workshop, or it can be used by system
designers to extract requirements from other data sources.
During the process, participants go through the set of SusAF
questions to capture possible sustainability effects. Asking
stakeholders to reflect on how one effect may lead to another
over time and across dimensions is likely to lead to the
identification of more potential effects.

III. METHODOLOGY

This paper reports on a multiple case study design [18]. It is
exploratory research, which applies an existing requirements
engineering framework, namely SusAF, in three cases in the
context of sustainability design. All cases were conducted
during 2023 and applied SusAF within industry (two cases)
and academia (one case). The ultimate goal was to improve the
sustainability of their technology. A printed version of the Sus-
tainability Awareness Diagram (SusAD) [13] was used during
the workshops that were organised as part of the corresponding
project. The workshop process was similar across the cases and
the participants had to complete three tasks (Table I). First,
participants worked on a mapping exercise with SusAF and
discussed the project’s sustainability issues in five dimensions.
Second, participants worked on classification of issues into
levels of effects. Third, relations (chain of effects) within and

TABLE I
SUSAF WORKSHOPS’ DESIGN

Workshop Case studies
Design Case 1:

Gaia
Case 2:
AudioNear

Case 3:
Library

Introduction Yes Yes/brief Yes
Task 1: Mapping exercise Yes Yes Yes
Task 2: Levels of effects Yes Yes Yes
Task 3: Chain of effects Brief Yes Yes
Sum-up Yes Yes Yes
Identified issues 25 20 22
Roles 5 roles 5 roles 5 roles



across dimensions were drawn. Participants were delegated to
five sustainability dimensions to work during the workshop,
based on their background, but were not limited in discussions
to this dimension exclusively. Workshop participants were
selected based on their direct participation in the projects.
In addition, participants with diverse educational background
and project responsibilities that could correspond to the five
sustainability dimensions were chosen.

To efficiently manage both the process and the discussions,
driving questions were used. The questions supported the flow
of the discussions and were adapted for the particular project.
Hereafter, driving questions (e.g., in the Gaia project) were
asked after a long pause, to provide focus on an issue or to
explain further an issue:

• How can the technology change the trust between users
and museum? (trust - social sustainability)

• How can the user interface be made more accessible?
Does technology promote social inclusion? Is it adaptable
to changing user needs? (universal design - individual
sustainability)

• How can the technology affect the need for production
of energy? What about the use of energy? (energy -
environmental sustainability)

• How can technology affect the relationship between the
museum and its visitors? (customer relationship manage-
ment - economic sustainability)

• Which assets controlled by this technology would be
desirable to an attacker? What are the risks associated
with these assets? What are other likely vulnerabilities
of the system? (security - technical sustainability)

In total, the workshops lasted approximately three hours,
followed by additional discussions and clarifications on un-
clear issues.

A. Interviews

After the workshops, individual interviews were conducted
to allow researchers to learn more on participants’ experiences
and views on sustainability, in relation with the identified
issues, the technology and the project, as well as experiences
with SusAF. We conducted semi-structured interviews using
an interview guide with mainly open-ended questions (Ap-
pendix). The interviews were recorded and lasted around 30-
40 minutes each. Verbatim transcripts of individual interviews
were used as the basis for the coding and analysis of data.
In data analysis, we used thematic analysis and open coding
methods. This process helped identify and understand the
central themes that emerged from the interviews. The primary
topics of discussion encompassed participants’ impressions
of the workshop, their experiences with SusAF, and various
elements of the process and tool, such as the dimensions and
levels of effects, as well as chain of effects.

B. Participant observations

Two authors participated in the workshops. One of the two
authors documented the interactions between the participants.

TABLE II
STUDY DESIGN

Methods Case studies
Design Case 1:

Gaia
Case 2:
AudioNear

Case 3:
Library

Workshop Nov’23 May’23 Nov’23
Participants 5 developers 3 developers,

2 designers
4 librarians

Interviews 5 - 4
Participant
Observations

Yes Yes Yes

Observations focused on communication styles and collabora-
tive efforts to understand sustainability culture [19], [20], use
of the tool, discussion topics, and challenges. This was treated
as a secondary dataset that complemented interviews and
workshop data. Observations enabled researchers to scrutinize
the specific language used regarding sustainability in each
context. It also facilitated the identification of emerging pat-
terns in discussions, the prioritisation and negotiation of issues
in accordance with the process, the dynamics of interaction
and idea development among participants. In addition, the
author actively participated in discussions, both to steer the
conversation and to provide or seek clarifications on any points
raised. Researcher’s involvement was instrumental in ensuring
the smooth progression of the workshop and in addressing any
ambiguities that arose.

IV. SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN IN THREE CASE STUDIES

In this section, three case studies in sustainability design are
presented, with corresponding description of data collection.
The results of these cases are discussed together in Section V.
Table II shows the study designs for each case study.

A. The Gaia Vesterålen project

1) Project description: Gaia Vesterålen is an environmen-
tal and history project for the Vesterålen area in Sortland
(Norway) [21], [22]. The project aims to contribute to the
sustainable development of the local area through innovation,
research and technological development. Projection mapping
technology is used in museum settings (Sortland Museum)
to visualize a 3D model of the Vesterålen district, informing
visitors about the history of the area and to demonstrate
how the environment has changed over the years and how
it may change in the future. Gaia Vesterålen targets residents,
tourists, and stakeholders of the Vesterålen district, aiming to
contribute to the sustainable development of the local com-
munity by raising environmental awareness and supporting
decision-making processes that preserve cultural heritage and
prevent environmental deterioration. Central to the project is
the concept of sustainability across project objectives while an
”environmental contract”, i.e., an action plan with clearly de-
fined environmental goals and actions at individual, corporate,
and organisational levels, will be co-produced with actors in
the local community.



Fig. 1. The projection mapping system of the Gaia Vesterålen project.

2) Projection mapping system in museum: The goal of
the projection mapping system is to seamlessly merge phys-
ical and virtual worlds by superimposing computer-generated
graphics onto real surfaces, such as large buildings, cars, shoes,
and furniture. Projection mapping has also been used for
cultural applications in museum settings, usually displaying
the history of a place or tradition. These projections can be
displayed on walls, actual exhibits, and physical-scale models
of a site of interest. These physical scale models are usually
installed on tabletop surfaces, with the projector(s) being
placed on the ceiling, hence the term ”tabletop projection
mapping” [21], [22] (Fig. 1).

Tabletop projection mapping is implemented in the Gaia
Vesterålen project to visualise a digital twin of Vesterålen and
display layers of information from the project’s geographic
knowledge base. A data pipeline architecture and a content
delivery application facilitate the output to the projection
mapping model, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A high-level description of the projection mapping architecture of the
Gaia Vesterålen project.

3) Data collection: The need to examine sustainability
issues in Gaia Vesterålen was driven by the complexity of
the projection mapping system and its interaction with many
different aspects of the project. To discuss sustainability is-
sues and envision the development of a sustainable technol-
ogy/project, a workshop and interviews with developers were
arranged in November 2023. The workshop’s objective was to
delineate sustainability issues in relation with the technolog-
ical system (projection mapping) as well as to envision the
development of a sustainable project. Five developers, having
expertise in software engineering, user experience, virtual
and augmented reality, and programming, participated in the
workshop. In addition, participant observations complemented
the workshop data. More information on methods is discussed
in Section IV on Methodology. Table II and I summarize the
methodological and workshop details in case studies.

B. The AudioNear project

1) Project description: The project aims to redesign Au-
dioNear, a mobile augmented reality (MAR) application, ap-
plying sustainability design [23]. More specifically, AudioNear
as a tour guide application incorporates an audio MAR experi-
ence for the city of Oslo and provides real-time, speech-based
auditory information about places of interest in the user’s
vicinity [24], [25].

The second version of AudioNear was developed concep-
tually in 2023 with a focus on sustainability aspects of the
application. Following a four-step process, twenty sustain-
ability issues were identified in MAR applications, and then
eight were selected for further development. Examples of the
identified sustainability issues in MAR applications, in relation
with five dimensions of sustainability, were the following:

• responsible tourism, cultural preservation (social dimen-
sion)

• personalized travel experiences, usability and universal
design (individual dimension)

• minimized carbon footprint, sustainable resource manage-
ment (environmental dimension)

• sustainable business model, cost efficiency for travelers
(economic dimension)

• technical safety, security and privacy, connectivity and
accessibility (technical dimension)

A small group of the most vital issues was then selected
for further development. Sustainability issues with immedi-
ate effects were developed further into design suggestions
and mock-ups. Eight selected issues referred to responsible
tourism, personalised travel experience, user safety & privacy,
usability & universal design, environmental awareness, cost
efficiency for travellers, technical safety, security & privacy,
connectivity & accessibility. Based on selected issues, Au-
dioNear design suggestions were formulated to reflect inter-
relations between overlapping sustainability issues. Examples
of design suggestions are mentioned above [23]:

• The MAR travel guide application should provide in-
formation and recommendations on responsible tourism
practices (DS2.1)



• The MAR travel guide application should offer a person-
alized travel experience (DS2.2)

• The MAR travel guide application should provide and
prioritize information related to user safety and privacy
on travel (DS2.3)

2) MAR technology in tourism: The first version of Au-
dioNear was developed in 2018, as a web-based mobile
application utilizing a 4G broadband connection. In a use
scenario, users wear headphones and launch the audio tour
guide app on their personal mobile devices. Based on their
GPS-location, when users entered a designated radius around a
specific location, an audio track provided detailed information
about that place. The system uses the device’s GPS coordinates
to get the basic AR content about the AudioNear POIs and
external links to content (e.g., audio tracks, images/icons).

In the first place, the main menu of the application offered
functionality such as use instructions, a test audio track, a map,
and the option to start using the main exploration functionality.
The application was designed for Oslo and featured 16 sights
as places of interest and corresponding audio tracks in English
with information about history, architecture, and visiting hours.
Based on previous work and existing literature in the field, the
previous version of AudioNear v1.0 was designed following
four design suggestions that addressed the topics of user
interaction, interface design, and content delivery [25].

3) Data collection: The motivation for the redesign of
AudioNear v1.0 was poor technical sustainability, such as the
third party service (i.e. Layar), while sustainability design
was chosen as a holistic approach to consider both front-
and back-end characteristics. For this purpose, a workshop
with developers and participant observations were arranged
in May 2023 (Fig. 3). The objective of the workshop was to
discuss the sustainability issues of the app and to envision
the development of the app. To redesign the AudioNear app,
an adapted version of a SusAF workshop [26] was done,
following a top-down approach to sustainability design. Five
developers who were previously involved in the development
and research activities of AudioNear v1.0 participated in the
workshop. The developers had previous experience in mobile
system development, software engineering, and programming.

Fig. 3. Workshop results from AudioNear project were transferred in a digital
format. Left: SusAD with identified sustainability issues for MAR travel guide
apps. Right: classified issues into three levels of effects for the AudioNear
app. Adapted from [23] .

Based on workshop discussions and participant observations,
design suggestions were visualised into high fidelity mock-ups
of AudioNear v2.0.

C. The Library project

1) Project description: The University of Oslo Library is
Norway’s oldest library and supports approximately 27000
students and 7000 staff. In 2023, after OpenAI launched
ChatGPT, the library had a growing demand for support
regarding the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and AI-based
tools in research. Usually, the process of choosing tools is
often focused on the security and quality of the output. The
University of Oslo, when choosing tools that support research,
has strict security rules. Those rules include among others,
GPDR for personal data, as well a complex chain of control
steps which are followed to highlight possible aspects of tool’s
use in academic context [27]. Therefore, this study examines
how data is used and stored, but also the sustainability issues
of these tools. It is worth mentioning the existing tension
between university’s strict rules and the necessity for tools’
testing which support research. The library started to approach
AI already in 2017 [28] and tested a few AI-based tools.
Therefore, using a sustainability framework to look into how
sustainability is addressed when choosing AI-based tools was
seen as unique.

2) AI tools in university: First, the aforementioned project
looked at two AI-based tools, namely Iris 1 and Keenious 2.
They are made by Norwegian-based companies. which give
possibilities for cooperation in the development of tools. Later,
an open-source tool called ASReview 3 developed by Utrecht
University was chosen to support systematic reviews. Finally,
after the launch of ChatGPT in the fall of 2022, a locally
supported instance of OpenAI software was launched at the
University of Oslo.

3) Data collection: Examining AI tools’ use in higher
education context is an important and timely topic, relevant
both for librarians who evaluate such tools and students
who benefit from their use. A workshop with librarians was
arranged in November 2023 (Fig. 4). The workshop’s objective
was to examine sustainability issues in relation with AI tools in
the university and to envision a sustainable model of use. Four
librarians participated in the workshop, two subject librarians
and two librarian experts in systematic reviews. In addition,
participant observations complemented the workshop data.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three cases provided valuable insights into the multi-
faceted nature of sustainability in cross-disciplinary research
and the use of SusAF. The participants said that the workshop
with SusAF was an enlightening experience, especially in
understanding various dimensions of sustainability and in
providing an overview of the project’s overall sustainability
aspects. The interconnectedness of these dimensions and the

1https://iris.ai/
2https://keenious.com/
3https://asreview.nl/



Fig. 4. Workshop at University of Oslo Library. Participants used post-it notes
on SusAD and drew lines to visualize chain of effects..

importance of considering them holistically in project planning
and execution was one of the key qualities of SusAF. The
workshop and the tool served also as an educational platform,
enhancing the understanding of sustainability by participants
beyond mere environmental concerns, to encompass a broader
societal and technological context. This broadened perspective
is crucial to ensure that sustainability goals are addressed
in a comprehensive way in both industry and academia.
In addition, the qualitative analysis identified several strong
recurrent themes. For the purposes of this paper, the authors
focus on the themes that are directly related to the use and
impact of SusAF, while discussing secondary topics alongside
them.

Overall, results reveal a lack of common understanding of
what sustainability means in each case and what makes a
software system sustainable. Three themes were identified as
relevant to discuss for the utilization of SusAF:

• Definitions and vocabulary: how the tool supported the
creation of definitions and a vocabulary for sustainability

• Multidisciplinary view: how different roles supported the
workshop to progress

• Tool-based communication: how the tool was experienced
as a boundary object

Workshops, interviews and observations provided a rich un-
derstanding of how the tool supports conceptualization and
operationalization of sustainability in the context of specific
projects. The results are clustered according to identified
themes and are presented in the following.

A. Defining sustainability: building a vocabulary

When participants started to work on SusAF, a reflection
cycle was initiated on what sustainability means for the
particular technology, project, department, and organisation.
The structure of the workshop, based on tasks and roles,

assisted individual and group reflections and negotiations on
sustainability definitions. The participants had first some time
alone to conceptualise at the beginning of each task and then
more time to collaborate in problem solving with the group.

The results revealed that SusAF supported participants in
building a specific vocabulary on sustainability to better under-
stand what the concept means in relation to their project work.
Especially in the first task of mapping sustainability issues,
participants began to question the meaning of the concept by
bringing keywords from their knowledge, scientific field, and
project work into discussion.

For example, sustainability in the context of the Gaia project
was seen to be necessary to ensure the inclusiveness of
the project, to cater to diverse users and museum visitors,
including those with disabilities, and to minimise negative
environmental impacts. The emphasis was on creating a lasting
and positive impact both for the environment and society,
aligned with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) [29]. Furthermore, in the same project, sustain-
ability was conceptualised as multidimensional, having as core
dimensions the environment, society, and economy. SusAF
was supportive of the conceptualisation and identification
of the main elements that could make projection mapping
technology and the project, in general, sustainable. Key terms
like ”carbon footprint”, ”visitor accessibility”, and ”project
longevity” were frequently mentioned during the workshop
and interviews. For instance, ”carbon footprint” was associated
with highly-demanding projectors in terms of energy consump-
tion, where sustainability could start with green coding and
other relevant practices. As the workshops progressed, key
terms were circulated in the discussions indicating a process
of building a vocabulary for sustainability. From the social
sustainability point of view, participants defined it as the
capability of the project to endure and benefit all users (e.g.
museum visitors, technical staff, project members) without
causing harm to various aspects such as the environment,
society, and economy.

Furthermore, SusAF was applied to integrate sustainability
into the design and development of the AudioNear app,
focusing on two main dimensions, namely the user/individual
and technology. The distinctive characteristic of this case was
that SusAF’s outcome was utilised for design suggestions for
sustainable MAR app development. Therefore, sustainability
in AudioNear was defined in terms of ”safety and security in
tourist navigation”, ”accessibility in tourist attractions”, and
”always connected to the Internet”. The emphasis was on
creating a sustainable and user-centred experience for tourists.
Workshop participants defined sustainability in MAR applica-
tions placing ”user safety and security” at the top of the design
requirements’ list. SusAF supported the identification and
prioritisation of the main issues that could be further developed
into design suggestions and later into mock-up designs. The
dimensions of sustainability, the diverse roles and the printed
format of SusAD established a common understanding of the
definitions and key terms.

Additionally, in the Library project, the use of AI tools in



the university is a multifaceted topic, encompassing various
issues such as educational aspects, ethical considerations,
environmental sustainability issues, and future implications.
The workshop participants defined sustainability according to
environmental and economic issues. Economic sustainability
was discussed in terms of developing financially viable and
beneficial AI tools for long-term use. This included consid-
erations of value creation, customer relationship management,
and the overall economic impact of AI tools. In addition, the
participants defined environmental sustainability in terms of
reducing the energy consumption of AI systems, reflects a
growing awareness of the need for environmentally sustainable
practices in both the development and use of AI tools. Key
terms such as ”energy consumption” and ”financial viability”
were frequently mentioned. For instance, discussions about
”energy consumption” of AI tools reflected concerns about
the ecological footprint of AI technologies and their impact
on natural resources. In addition, ”water consumption” was
associated with the cooling of hardware to train and use
AI models, emphasising the need to consider the broader
environmental impact of these technologies.

B. Multidisciplinary view: thinking differently on sustainabil-
ity

The perception of sustainability as a multidimensional
concept is crucial and was first mentioned more than three
decades ago [30]. Many tools and approaches to sustainability
design have already incorporated the idea of sustainability as
a multidimensional concept [3]. SusAF workshops involved
multidisciplinary teams, consisting of developers, designers,
and managers, who approached sustainability issues in various
ways, bringing to the discussions different views. In case
studies, the following observations were made:

– Cross-disciplinary collaboration: Since there is a lot of
individual work in projects and a lot of information
to be managed, SusAF provided a unique space to
gather and organise the information around dimensions.
Therefore, such workshops can lead to a more com-
prehensive understanding of sustainability issues from
multiple perspectives. Participants in Gaia, where the
level of information, complexity and interaction is high,
found SusAF an ”information space” to delineate the
project’s complexity and a ”negotiation space” to raise
debates from disciplines, such as environmental science,
sociology, and business science.

– User-Centered design: The focus on user needs and
behaviours is not a new lens to design, but is neglected in
some cases. SusAF brings the individual dimension to a
visible position when sustainability issues are discussed.
In AudioNear, during the first task of SusAF, developers
considered primarily a system view of user interaction
with the application and how these interactions can be
made more sustainable. However, this involves under-
standing the social context in which the system will be
used and the design context with long-term engagement
and behaviour change. In later tasks, developers aligned

their perspective with designers to understand the trav-
eller’s needs when navigate in unknown places.

– Ethical Considerations in multiple contexts: System de-
velopers were mindful of the ethical implications of their
work, ensuring that the system does not raise social
inequalities or negatively impact vulnerable communities.
Similarly, ethical considerations were negotiated in the
Library project. First from the technical sustainability
point of view, the discussion on user data protection
raised several connections with ethical considerations.
Another perspective on this topic was raised from the
social sustainability point of view, when the avoidance of
biases and stereotypes in AI algorithms were considered
as ethical issues for AI tools. During the second task in
workshop, group reflections were focused on ethical and
responsible use of AI tools in general for an educational
setting like universities.

– Life-cycle Analysis: Software developers should consider
the entire life-cycle of the system, from the development
and deployment phase up to disposal. This includes
assessing the environmental and social impact of the
materials and processes used in development, as well
as the system’s efficiency and longevity. An example is
with the AudioNear project. During the mapping exer-
cise, designers insisted on including sustainable resource
management (linked to the environmental dimension) that
refers to ”information on sustainable resource manage-
ment practices, such as waste reduction, water conser-
vation and energy-saving initiatives” [23]. Developers
neglected the issue up to that point and juxtaposed their
technical-orientated view on life-cycle management. Ne-
gotiations on the issue evolved around the app design, and
participants finally reached an agreement. They decided
to embed the issue with an enabling effect and design the
feature in later versions of the app.

– Sustainability Metrics: Although there is a fundamental
lack of metrics to estimate sustainability issues, e.g.,
in software architecture, particular development models
include a list of metrics to measure specific dimensions
of sustainability of each software engineering phase [31].
In case studies, few sustainability metrics and indicators
were identified during SusAF workshops to guide the de-
velopment process. Project collaborators could use these
indicators to make informed decisions that align with
sustainability goals. Sustainability metrics in the Gaia
project involve energy efficiency, resource utilisation,
carbon footprint, and social impact measures. An example
concerns energy efficiency metrics. A design perspective
on the projected 3D layers brought up the discussion
on sustainability metrics. For projection mapping tech-
nology, sustainability metrics were largely dependent on
energy efficiency of projection systems and the overall
carbon footprint associated with 3D modelling and pro-
jection mapping display operation. Similarly, for AI tools,
sustainability metrics could refer to the computational
efficiency and energy use of AI systems, fairness and eth-



ical considerations in AI decision-making processes, and
the long-term sustainability of AI technologies in terms
of maintenance. However, at that stage of the project
development sustainability metrics were not considered
yet.

C. Communicating through a ”boundary object”

The results of the cases indicate that SusAD was perceived
as a boundary object [32]. In this context of workshops, the
term ”boundary object” refers to a ”conceptual or physical
entity used as a focal point to facilitate communication and
understanding among participants from different backgrounds
or with varying levels of expertise” [33]. Within groups,
boundary objects could support the construction of meanings
while translating, coordinating and aligning the perspectives
of the different parties [34].

SusAD as a boundary object played a crucial role in the
following activities:

– Facilitating Communication: As a shared reference point,
SusAF helped bridge communication gaps among partici-
pants. This is important in a diverse group, where individ-
uals may have different areas of expertise, perspectives, or
professional backgrounds. An example from the AudioN-
ear project reveals how SusAF bridged a communication
gap. Two participants negotiated the chain of effects of
responsible tourism, a sustainability issue for MAR in
social dimension. One had a vague understanding of how
issues are connected, and the other participant pointed
to the SusAF’s written notes to connect issues in chain
of effects. The participant explained how responsible
tourism could impact: a. environmental awareness, on
the immediate effects, b. user empowerment, on the
enabling effects, and c. tourism industry innovation, on
the structural effects. This was made possible by the
structure of SusAF and its material.

– Enhancing Understanding: A boundary object can aid in
the conceptualisation of ideas and theories by provid-
ing a concrete ground for abstract discussions, making
them more accessible and relatable to all participants.
By centering discussions around a common object or
concept, it allows for a more cohesive understanding
of complex topics. This is particularly effective when
dealing with abstract concepts like sustainability, for ex-
ample in a complex technological system with projection
mapping technology. SusAF provides a tangible focus
for discussions, where participants note down or place
post-its on top. In addition, boundary objects can serve
as tools for collaboration, fostering a sense of shared
purpose and focus among participants. They can help in
aligning individual contributions towards a common goal,
enhancing the collaborative effort [33].

– Enabling Inclusivity: By providing a common ground,
a boundary object can make discussions more inclusive,
allowing individuals with different levels of knowledge
and backgrounds to contribute effectively to the conversa-
tion. Based on observations, SusAF enabled the removal

of power imbalance in relation to the potential for co-
creation of knowledge with other participants. Partici-
pants were encouraged to actively articulate themselves
during the group discussions. Using SusAF to facilitate
”storytelling”, descriptions and discussions resulted in
rich data collection also from quiet participants that might
have been suppressed by dominant participants. This was
achieved by assigning roles to all participants.

This approach becomes popular in fields such as education,
business, and government, where physical objects serve as
a means to organise, maintain, and document events that
involve collaboration [3] . The role of SusAF in workshops,
similar to other boundary objects, is to facilitate communica-
tion, improve understanding, encourage collaboration, assist in
conceptualisation, and ensure inclusivity.

VI. ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES WITH SUSAF

First, it was a common finding in all cases that SusAF
was perceived as a holistic approach to work in sustainability.
SusAF likely provides a comprehensive and, in some cases, a
common view of sustainability, considering five dimensions.
This helps to ensure that all relevant sustainability issues
are examined, despite the varied level of abstraction in each
dimension. Second, SusAF is considered a guided approach
in the decision-making process. By integrating the process of
sustainability into design, SusAF can assist designers, develop-
ers, and other disciplines in making more informed decisions
that align with sustainability goals. Third, the framework
raises awareness among designers and stakeholders about the
importance of sustainability, potentially leading to a shift in
project and/or organisational culture toward more sustainable
practices. Fourth, the targeted services or products designed
with the help of SusAF are likely to be more sustainable,
which can reduce negative environmental impacts and enhance
social responsibility.

In contrast, a common challenge identified in all cases was
the complexity of using the framework. Implementing a frame-
work like SusAF can be complex and requires significant time
and resources, particularly in organisations not accustomed to
such practices. A second challenge concerns the preparation
of the workshop. Usually, it takes time to gather related
data to discuss sustainability issues, while developing driving
questions can be complex and time-consuming. Third, during
the workshop, there might be resistance within organizations/
projects, especially if sustainability practices conflict with
established processes or short-term profit goals. Finally, im-
plementing sustainable practices often involves higher upfront
costs. Companies and organisations might not be ready to
invest in sustainable practices, while it depends on the timing
and how much time is left for a project. Sustainability is a
rapidly evolving field. Keeping the framework up-to-date with
the latest standards and practices could be challenging.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

This study is subject to threats to validity, including internal,
external, construct, and conclusion validity. We are aware of



these threats and we tried to minimise them by employing
different mitigation actions.

A. Internal validity

This relates to the selection of participants and researchers.
First, selected participants joined the study through a con-
venience sampling method. They may not be representative,
compared to the general population who works in these cases
and projects. To mitigate this, participants were selected from
different job positions. Another internal threat is reactive bias,
as participants might have felt pressed to answer in a way that
conformed to the expectations of the study, both in workshops
and interviews. This bias was mitigated by reassuring them
that every response is acceptable, that there is no right or
wrong response, and that all responses would be equally valid.
In addition, regarding researchers’ bias, the quality of the
data analysis is influenced by the knowledge, experience, and
understanding of the first author. To mitigate this, the first
author was guided by at least one of the other authors in
each case, during the interpretation and data analysis, to ensure
quality in the evaluation process. Finally, the moderators who
led the workshops were two of the authors, different in each
case. Except for one who is an experienced facilitator in
SusAF, the rest were inexperienced in leading a workshop with
SusAF. Therefore, they did not possess enough experience to
efficiently conduct open discussions. This inexperience may
have dampened the results of the workshop.

B. External validity

This relates to the generalisability of our findings, which
means the assurance that this study provides that the chal-
lenges faced with SusAF are likely to occur when applying it
to other cases. To mitigate this threat, we compared and re-
ferred to other studies in the literature with similar challenges
and checked their approaches. The application of SusAF in
three cases may not be sufficient and could always be increased
to achieve a greater generalisation potential.

C. Construct validity

Construct validity refers to the question of whether con-
structs are measured and interpreted correctly. SusAF consists
of many artifacts and it is difficult to control how and which
ones work. To limit this threat, we sent participants informa-
tion about SusAF before the workshops and had a detailed
introduction to SusAF during the workshops. However, it is
difficult to determine whether participants were affected by
their unfamiliarity with the topic or the artifacts themselves.
A learning curve is usually expected, as well as participants’
understanding on sustainability dimensions in a particular
context. Therefore, we cannot exclude novelty effects. All
participants had a basic knowledge of sustainability in their
project and had some experience in participating in workshops
and applying design approaches.

D. Conclusion validity

This refers to the question of whether the study is repro-
ducible by other researchers. To mitigate the challenges with
the unreliability of treatment implementation, we followed the
same process and facilitation during all workshops, with small
contextual adaptations to the specific case.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This exploratory study investigates the application of SusAF
in three cases, two in industry, and one in academia. This
study answers the question of how the tool supports require-
ments elicitation in cross-disciplinary research for sustain-
ability design. The contributions of this paper are three-fold.
First, it presents three different cases with SusAF, providing
rich methodological details and example topics from inter-
views. Second, it discusses cross-case discussion topics and
approaches that were adopted in sustainability design with
SusAF, providing qualitative evaluation of the approach. Third,
it discusses a number of advantages and challenges that are
likely to be encountered when using SusAF.

The results support the view that sustainability should be
incorporated in all requirement engineering activities, while
the software engineering community should be open to sharing
experiences and lessons learnt on how such tools can be
applied in industry and academia [3], [35]. Starting from the
requirement elicitation phase, a critical phase in the software
engineering process, stakeholders try to define what a software
system should do, how it should perform, and the requirements
of sustainability issues. By adopting a sustainability design in
the initial phases of software development, it helps to ensure
that the final product meets the expectations and requirements
of its users and stakeholder. In general, the results reveal a
lack of common understanding of sustainability within project
groups and what makes a software system sustainable. SusAF
supports this direction, providing a space to conceptualise
definitions and a vocabulary for sustainability, to negotiate is-
sues with a multidisciplinary view, and to facilitate tool-based
communication. The structure and process of SusAF with
five dimensions, tasks, roles, and a tangible format facilitate
participants’ participation in discussions about sustainability.
SusAF has particular qualities that make it well known among
sustainability approaches. This study also discusses advantages
and challenges that can be used further to improve the SusAF
process. Future work aims at carrying out additional case
studies to evaluate SusAF with different methods, e.g. ques-
tionnaire, and to follow up previous cases for sustainability
assessment. Comparison of SusAF with other sustainability
approaches is also part of future research.
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APPENDIX

Example topics in interviews:
• Overall experience with the workshop
• Structure of SusAF
• Process of SusAF
• Artifacts of SusAF
• Challenges with SusAF
• Suggestions for improving SusAF
• Definition of sustainability (context-specific)
• Sustainability dimensions (prioritisation, overlaps across

dimensions)
• Identified sustainability issues (overlaps across dimen-

sions, chain of effects)
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